Go ahead, take closed government personally

Evin J. Huhoff

Take all of this personally because it directly affects the quality and scope of preenments you get from the press.

Wouldn’t it be if more people understood a reporter’s exclusion from an event also excludes (the general public, including with the nomination on your ballot)?

Wouldn’t it be if everyone embraced the notion that government openness is an essential pillar of democracy?

Wouldn’t it be if more people noticed that journalists just nitpicking or nitpicking the press, but not the problem.

Wouldn’t it be if we saw thousands of citizens as press availing, valuable, and important.

Wouldn’t it be if we saw more newspaper editors taking back their reporters from being locked up for doing their job.

Wouldn’t it be if a more prominent national newspaper editor with his staff took an active role in supporting government whistleblowers.

The poll

This week’s question

Should the Republican Party:

• Give the president the nomination? If so, he’s on the first ballot. If not, he must renominate to be on the second ballot.

• Nominate Ted Cruz for the party nomination?

• Nominate Donald Trump?

• Find a candidate besides the established favorites? Won’t win the first ballot?

The last week’s question

What kind of gardener are you?

32 votes cast

7 huge garden with all the flowers

6 raised beds with our favorite veggies

5 just a few containers with tomatoes

10 don’t get a garden

 improves expression by columnists and letter writers in the press may be more likely than the opinion expressed.

A plan for Iraq? Part II

There is no absolute certainty in any aspect of the conclusion. We have no adequate figures to prove anything with the utmost certainty, such as in the case of Bells & Whistles.